Course Title: Accessorize Your Environment

Instructor: Gaby Hernandez

Instructor Credentials: Gaby Hernandez has worked in the professional interior design field for approximately 4 years. Experience includes residential and commercial aspects of design. Gaby is currently employed by Business Interiors as a project coordinator.

Course Description: Learn the essential elements of successful room design. Gain the ability to properly plan and accessorize your everyday environment.

Course Prerequisite(s): None

Course Objectives:

1. Learn the essential elements and principles for successful room accessorizing
2. Apply effective two dimensional references
3. Be able to properly plan all necessary portions of well-designed/accessorized room

Student Outcomes:

1. Create a “go-to” resource and idea notebook
2. Gain a practical and versatile approach to accessorize interiors
3. Have a “working plan” ready to use for your individual environment

Lesson Plan:

Session 1. Review syllabus, expectations, supplies
“Elements and Principles of Design”-Video
Discuss difference in elements and principles
Introduce class project-resource and idea notebook

Session 2. Answer/question session (10 min)
Review Elements & Principles of design
Discuss color/balance
Introduce final project-Working Plan

Session 3. Answer/question session (10 min)
Discuss lighting/rug/centerpieces
Review resource and idea notebook

Session 4. Field Trip

Session 5. Answer/question session (10 min)
Guest lecturer
In-class work session (Working Plan)

Session 6. In-class work session
Present Working Plan